The problem of finding frequent patterns from graph-based datasets is an important one that finds applications in drug discovery, protein structure analysis, XML querying, and social network analysis among others. In this paper we propose a framework to mine frequent large-scale structures, formally defined as frequent topological structures, from graph datasets. Key elements of our framework include, fast algorithms for discovering frequent topological patterns based on the well known notion of a topological minor, algorithms for specifying and pushing constraints deep into the mining process for discovering constrained topological patterns, and mechanisms for specifying approximate matches when discovering frequent topological patterns in noisy datasets. We demonstrate the viability and scalability of the proposed algorithms on real and synthetic datasets and also discuss the use of the framework to discover meaningful topological structures from protein structure data.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in mining frequent patterns from structured or semi-structured datasets, and a majority of research in this area has focused on developing efficient algorithms for mining frequently occurring (connected) subgraphs [4, 6, 13, 8] . However, in many real world applications, such as biology, social networks, and telecommunication, large-scale structures, which provide high-level topological information of graphs, can be very important to provide key insights into the underlying datasets. For instance, the discovery of non-local or tertiary structural information is an important problem in protein structure analysis. Similarly, in the analysis of social or communication networks, the direct connection between a pair of nodes is often not the focus, instead, the patterns where several nodes are connected through a set of independent paths are of greater interest. However, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. such frequent large-scale structures can be very hard to discover using current frequent subgraph mining approaches [4, 6, 13, 8] . This is not only because the subgraphs sharing these kind of structures can be infrequent (i.e. the traditional anti-monotone property does not hold), but also because the individual subgraphs do not adequately represent such structures.
The main contribution of this paper is a framework to mine frequent large-scale structures from graphs. Our work is inspired by a well-established mathematical concept, topological minor [1] . A topological minor of a graph is an abstraction that focuses on its structural information. Intuitively, such an abstraction is achieved by replacing or contracting independent paths in a subgraph with individual edges. We develop an efficient algorithm to enumerate frequent topological structures from graph datasets.
An important notion in our framework is that of a relabeling function. Since often real datasets can be best represented as labeled graphs when we replace independent paths in a subgraph with edges, the information labels on such paths are lost. However, in many applications, summarized information about the contracted paths can be useful to categorize these topological structures. Our framework supports this notion through user-defined relabeling functions to recover some degree of information loss from the contracted paths. Such a function maps an entire labeled path to a single edge label. In other words, an edge label carries the desired information about its corresponding contracted path.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to focus on the problem of mining frequent (large-scale) topological structures. Overall, our framework is also very flexible. It can be used for approximate pattern mining, where the support for a frequent pattern does not depend on the exact matches, but instead relies on some form of a fuzzy matching [2, 7, 10] . The topological structures together with relabeling functions provide a powerful mechanism to express various forms of fuzzy matches. 
Topological Minors and Topological Structures
Informally, a topological minor of a graph is obtained by contracting the independent paths of one of its subgraphs into edges. For example, in Figure 1 , X is a topological minor of Y since X can be obtained by contracting the independent paths of G, which is a subgraph of Y . Clearly, contracting independent paths helps simplify a (sub)graph without compromising its topological information [1] .
The formal definition of the topological minor of a graph is as follows. A subdivision operation of a graph X, is to replace the edges of X with independent paths. A subdivision graph of X is a graph obtained by performing a subdivision-operation of X. For example, in Figure 1 , the graph G is a subdivision graph of X. Note that the subdivision operation is basically an "inverse" of the path contraction operation. Further, the topological space of X, T (X), is the collection of all its subdivisions graphs. If X has a subdivision graph G (G ∈ T (X)) and G is a subgraph of another graph Y , then X is a topological minor of Y . The vertices of X which corresponds to the original vertices of Y are called branch vertices.
Topological structures of a graph are derived from topological minors. Given two parameters, l and h, 0 ≤ l ≤ h, an (l, h)-subdivision of a graph X, involves replacing all edges of X with independent paths whose lengths are between l and h. An (l, h) subdivision graph of X is a graph obtained by performing an (l, h)-subdivision operation of X. For example, in Figure 1 , G is a (0, 3)-subdivision graph of X. Similarly, we can define the (l, h)-topological space of X, T l,h (X), to be the collection of all its (l, h)-subdivisions graphs. If X has an (l, h)-subdivision graph G (G ∈ T l,h (X)) and G is a subgraph of another graph Y , then X is a (l, h)-topological minor, or a topological structure of Y . Therefore, in Figure 1 , X is a (0, 3)-topological minor of Y . Note that the purpose of introducing the definition of topological structures of a graph is to control the compression ratio between a graph and its subdivision graph.
Labeled Graphs
Thus far, our discussion has focused on unlabeled graphs. One is often more interested in labeled graphs. We begin with the informal discussion of the topological structures on a labeled graph. Intuitively, the way to simplify a labeled graph is to remove all the inner vertices and edges of its independent labeled paths, and then connect their remaining labeled ends with an unlabeled edge. In Subsection 2.3, we will describe how to use relabeling functions to add labels to these contracted edges. Clearly, the main difference between the topological structures on labeled graphs and on unlabeled graphs is that the vertex labels for the ends of contracted paths are still preserved.
Figure 2: Running Example
Here, we will mainly focus on the vertex labeled graphs, where each vertex has a label. Note that our results and methods can be easily extended to (edge) labeled graphs. Given two parameters, l and h, the main difference between an (l, h)-topological minor on labeled graph and unlabeled graph is the subdivision operation. An (l, h)-subdivision operation of a vertex labeled graph X, involves replacing all edges of X with independent paths satisfying the following conditions: 1) the path lengths are between l and h, 2) the vertices (and edges) in the paths are labeled, and 3) the ends of these paths share the same vertex label as the corresponding ends of their original edges. The other concepts, i.e., the (l, h)-subdivision graph, the (l, h)-topological space, and (l, h)-topological minors, are the same as in unlabeled graphs.
Assume we have a collection of graphs, denoted as D. Given two parameters l and h, and a graph G, the number of graphs in D which have G as a (l, h)-topological minor (also topological structure) is referred to as the support of G.
DEFINITION 1. Given a collection of graphs, two parameters l and h, and a threshold θ, a (l, h)-topological minor whose support is greater than or equal to θ is called
For example, in Figure 2 , for l = 1 and h = 2, the support of the graph Ga is 3 in the dataset composing of G1, G2, G3, however, for l = 0 and h = 1, the support of the graph Ga is only 1.
Relabeling Functions
Consider a path p = (v0, v1, · · · , v k ). Normally, when it is contracted in a topological structure, the only information left is its ends, v0 and v k , with their vertex labels. Relabeling functions can preserve important additional information from these contracted paths, in the form of labels for the corresponding edges in the topological structure.
Formally, a relabeling function f : P → L can be defined as a map from the set of all possible paths P to the new edge-label set for the topological structure L. A common type of relabeling functions is derived from the length of each independent path. For example, we can use the length of a contracted path to label its corresponding edge. Formally, for a given path p = (v0, v1, · · · , v k ), f (p) = k − 1. Note that in this way, the edges in the topological structures become labeled.
Because of the space limitation, we will omit further discussion of relabeling function, including its implementation and its application for approximate pattern mining. We refer the interested readers to our technical report [5] for details.
ALGORITHM FOR MINING TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
Frequent topological structure mining is a generalization of frequent graph mining. Specifically, frequent sub-graphs for a vertexlabeled graph dataset can be mined as a special case of frequent topological structures: the (0, 0)-topological minors. It should also be noted that frequent topological structures are also graphs. Therefore, mining frequent topological structures shares some similarities with mining frequent graphs.
However, mining frequent topological structures is also quite different from graph mining. Given two parameters l and h, the support of a topological structure G depends on the definition of (l, h)-topological minor. Specifically, if G is a (l, h)-topological minor of a graph Di in the graph dataset, we need to know if there is a subgraph H of Di and H is a (l, h)-subdivision graph of G. This potentially involves not only the subgraph isomorphism testing, but also the (l, h)-subdivision operation. In particular, counting support of topological structures is one of key issues in efficiently mining frequent topological structures, which we document here.
Counting Support for Topological Structures
To tackle this problem, we use an incremental approach. Consider a topological structure G that can be extended from another topological structure G by adding a new edge e, denoted as G = G ∪ {e}. To test if G is a topological structure of a graph H, our approach utilizes the information derived from G. In particular, such reuse is based on a uniform representation for a topological structure G and its corresponding subgraph in H. In the following, we first establish such representation, and then discuss the details of how we count the support of a topological structure. Decomposition-based Representation: Given l and h, let G be an (l, h)-topological minor of H. This implies that there exists a subgraph Y of H, where Y is a (l, h)-subdivision graph of G by a subdivision operation. To facilitate our discussion, we denote the subgraph Y together with an (l, h)-subdivision operation as an occurrence of G. Here, Y is isomorphic to the graph obtained by performing the subdivision operation on G. In the following, we consider how we can express the occurrences of G explicitly.
We first decompose G as a collection of edges, i.e., G = {e1} ∪ {e2} · · · ∪ {e k }. Based on the definition of the subdivision operation, each edge ei corresponds to an independent path in Y , denoted as ei. Therefore, we can also decompose Y as a collection of independent paths, i.e., { e1} ∪ { e2} · · · ∪ { e k }. We denote this decomposition as Y . Clearly, the above decomposition of Y can be used to represent an occurrence of G in H. For example, in Figure 3(a) , we have {(2, 1, 8), (8, 7, 6 )} of G1 to be an occurrence of the topological structure, G = {(A, B), (B, C)}.
The decomposition can be further represented in a very concise format. Consider G ∪ {e} which is also a (l, h)-topological minor of H. Let SG,H = { Y1, Y2, · · · , Ym} be all the occurrences of G in H. We have the following lemma. LEMMA 1. The occurrences of G ∪ {e} can be represented as
Given a topological structure G , we can decompose it as G ∪ {e}, where G is called a parent of G . For example, in Figure 3(b) , we have G = G ∪ {(B, C)}, where G = {(A, B)}. Lemma 1 suggests that occurrences of G can be partially represented by the occurrences of its parent. Naturally, for each topological structure, we can build an occurrence list to concisely record all of its occur- Note that a topological structure can have many parents. However, we only need one of its parents to build its occurrence list. The question of which one of these parents is chosen will be addressed in Subsection 3.2).
The concise representation of each occurrence in the occurrence list for a topological structure G ∪ {e} is as follows. Each occurrence has a unique ID in the occurrence list, and the detailed information is a triple, (α, β, δ). Here, α is the index of the graph in the dataset D where this occurrence appears, β is the occurrence ID of this occurrence's parent, and δ is an independent path, e, corresponding to the edge e. For instance, Figure 3(c) , illustrates a portion of the occurrence lists for three (1, 2)-topological structures, G, G , and G . Building the Occurrence Lists: Clearly, the support of a topological structure can be easily derived from its occurrence list. Therefore, the problem of efficiently counting the support of a potential frequent topological structure boils down to building its occurrence list efficiently. However, the naive solution can be very costly. For example, suppose we already have the occurrence list for G and try to build the occurrence lists for G ∪ {e} and G ∪ {e }, where e and e are adjacent to the same vertex v in G. The naive method will build the occurrence lists for them independently. Specifically, for each of them, we need to go through all the occurrences of G to find out all the independent paths corresponding to edge e or e (path contraction). This, however, involves a lot of repetitive work, since each time we have to find all the independent paths starting from the branch vertex corresponding to v in each occurrence. Note that similar problems also need to be addressed in frequent subgraph mining algorithms [8] .
In order to build the occurrence lists efficiently for the topological structures, we want to minimize the number of times the finding independent paths (discussed later) operation needs to be invoked.
We also build occurrence lists in parallel when we invoke such an operation. To formally discuss our approach, we first introduce some notation.
Let us consider generating new frequent topological structures by extending an existing frequent topological structure G with a new edge. We classify these new edges in two categories: inner edges or outer edges. An inner edge connects two dis-adjacent vertices in the graph G, and an outer edge adds a new vertex into V (G), and connects an existing vertex in V (G) with this new vertex. For a topological structure G, we denote [G]inner to be the set of all inner edges of G, and [G]outer to be the set of all outer edges of G. We use [G] io to represent the union of [G]inner and [G]outer. The significance of these two sets [G]outer and [G]inner is that they record all the potential extensions of G. Finally, for an extended graph G ∪ {e} from G, we denote its occurrence list as e.occurrencelist or (G ∪ {e}).occurrencelist.
The basic idea of our approach is as follows. For each topological structure G, we will maintain the occurrence list for each extended graph G ∪ {e} where e ∈ [G]io. We will show an optimization in next subsection to reduce the number of recorded occurrence lists. Here, we consider how we can build these lists for G ∪ {e}. If e is an inner edge, we can have
Therefore, we need to simply copy the occurrence lists for the edges in [G]io. Note that this is not a real copy since not all occurrences for G ∪ {e }, e = e, e ∈ [G]io can be extended to G ∪ {e} ∪ {e }. Essentially, this copy is a Join operation, which will be discussed later. Further, if e is an outer edge, the new vertex generated by e will be likely to bring some new outer edges. Also, the existing outer edges of G may become inner edges for G ∪ {e}. In this case, we will not only need to copy these occurrence lists from G, but also need to build the occurrence lists for all the new outer edges adjacent to the new vertex. Finding Independent Paths: The sketch of the algorithm for finding all independent paths (IndependentPath subroutine) for an occurrence Y starting from a branch vertex s is as follows. Let G be the graph where this occurrence Y appears. We perform a depthfirst search (DFS) to enumerate these paths. There are two important issues we need to deal with. The first involves maintaining the independent property, and the second involves bounding the length of each path, specifically, the number of inner vertices, between l and h. To deal with the first issue, we color the vertices in the occurrence of G. Then, as we traverse the graph G starting from the branch vertex s, we keep coloring the visited vertices. If we meet any colored vertex, we need to trace back since the path has become not independent. When we found an independent path (the number of inner vertices) bounded by l and h, we will record this path. Note that the tracing back operation is associated with un-coloring the visited vertex. Key Operations: In the following, we formally introduce the two key operations mentioned earlier, which are the Join operation and the ExtendOuterEdges operation. The two operations are sketched in Figure 4 . Assume G is generated by adding an outer edge e on its parent. The procedure ExtendOuterEdges will scan the entire list of occurrences of G (the first foreach loop in ExtendOuterEdges). For each occurrence, let p.to be its branch vertex corresponding to the newly added vertex for G. This procedure will find all the independent paths beginning from this branch vertex (the second foreach loop in ExtendOuterEdges). Specifically, such functionality is achieved by the subroutine IndependentPath just introduced. Each independent path generated above corresponds to a new outer edge for the topological structure G, and the occurrence lists for these new outer edges are built by adding these independent paths (implemented by insertOccurrence). Finally, ExtendOuterEdges will return all the new edges which are frequent with respect to the given support level.
The new topological structure, G ∪ {e}, will inherit more information from its parent G through the procedure Join. The Join operation will filter the occurrence lists for each edge in [G] io to generate all the inner edges. It will also filter all the outer edges adjacent with the vertices in V (G) for G ∪ {e} (implemented by the nested foreach loops in Join). The essential part of the Join operation is to test if, after extending the new edge e, the paths in the occurrences are still independent. This is done by the routine (Independent invoked from Join). For brevity, the details of its implementation are omitted.
ExtendOuterEdges(Graph T)
{ * T is a T opological Structure * } E ← ∅; foreach (occ ∈ T.occurrencelist) G ← Graph(D, occ.tid); foreach (path p ∈ IndependentP ath(G, occ, occ.δ.to)) e ← Edge(p.f rom, p.to);
e.occurrencelist ← ∅; foreach ((l 1 , l 2 ) : l 1 ∈ e 1 .occurrencelist and l 2 ∈ e 2 .occurrencelist and l 1 .parentID == l 2 .parentID) if (Independent(l 1 .path, l 2 .path))
InsertOccurrence(e, l 1 .path); if (F requent(e)) E ← E ∪ {e}; returnE;
Figure 4: Support Counting Procedures for Mining Topological Structures

Vertical Mining Approach
Our approach mines frequent topological structures in two phases. In the first phase, we mine all the frequent topological structures which are trees, and are referred to as frequent tree-topological structures. In the second phase, for each tree-topological structure T , we mine frequent graph-topological structures which have T as their spanning tree. The tree-topological structures are graphs without cycles, and the graph-topological structures are graphs with at least one cycle. Note, this two-phased procedure has been proposed and used for efficiently mining frequent subgraphs [13, 3] . Our algorithm is sketched in Figure 5 . The mining procedure VTreeTS corresponds to the first phase, and the mining procedure VGraphTS corresponds to the second phase. To generate frequent tree-topological structures, for each tree T , we use the mechanisms introduced in GASTON [8] to determine which edges in [T ]outer are valid extensions. The valid extensions can also help to enumerate all frequent tree-topological structures without replication. Specifically, the procedure ValidExtension (invoked by VTreeTS in the foreach loop) provides the above mechanism. The frequent graph-topological structures are enumerated by adding a subset of inner edges in [T ]inner to each frequent tree-topological structure T . In our algorithm, the procedure CanonicalExtension (invoked by VGraphTS in the foreach loop) applies hashing and graph isomorphism test to avoid duplicating graph-topological structures.
foreach (e ∈ E) V T reeT S(e);
VTreeTS(Tree
T) { * N ew Outer Edges of T * } E ← ExtendOuterEdges(T ); [T ]outer ←[T ]outer ∪ E; { * T ree T opological Structure Growing * } foreach (e : e ∈[T ]outer and V alidExtension(T ∪ {e})) Te ← T ∪ {e}; [Te] io ← Join([T ] io , e); V T reeT S(Te); { * Enumerating Graph T opological Structures * } V GraphT S(T );
VGraphTS(Graph G)
foreach (e : e ∈[G] inner and 
CASE STUDY: MEMBRANE PROTEIN STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
Discovery of lipids binding sites has been long known as a very challenging, but important, task for the biologists [9] . In this study, we use our new tool to search potential protein-lipid binding sites in an important class of proteins -membrane proteins, which are believed to account for approximately 20-30% of all protein sequences.
The dataset we use is derived from the protein data bank (PDB). We use a set of six membrane proteins known to bind with cardiolipins (CL): 1KB1, 1KQF, 1M3X, 1OKC, 1V54, and 1OGV. Amino acids as nodes in the graph (20 labels) and edges between nodes are drawn if two amino acids are within 3.5Å . There are known to be 20 naturally occurring amino acids and these serve as node labels. In order to find the structural motifs that can serve as binding site for a CL head group, we used only the relevant parts of proteins that are known to be local to CL molecule. Such a structure typically contains around ∼ 30 − 35 amino acids (number of nodes per graph). Note that several membrane proteins we use contain more than one CL molecule. Therefore, the total number of CL binding regions that we used to find protein-lipid binding sites is 10 (number of graphs). Table 1 summarizes the results on mining this dataset using our tool. Note that TSMiner at l = 0 and h = 0 is simply a connected subgraph mining tool (same results as with Gaston). For this parameter setting, one can only find patterns till the support level is , and the largest one found contains at most 6 vertexes. However, upon varying the value of the parameters, we find large triangles with support 5 and 6, along with large rectangles, and topological structures containing 5 or more vertexes. At support 3, with relaxed l and h, we found a number of large topological structures, containing more than 9 vertexes, and 9 edges. Figure 6 shows two such large topological structures discovered by our toolkit. Also, such large patterns cannot be found by MotifMiner [10, 11] . The topological structures consist largely of polar (N, T, S), charged (K) and aromatic (W) residues which is in agreement with recent advances in the understanding of such proteins within the biophysics community [9] . The structure we find is larger than any known motifs for CL binding sites in such proteins and also seems to partially span the membrane bridging components of the protein which seems quite novel according to domain experts.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will study the performance of our new algorithm, TSMiner, focusing on the following two issues: the scalability of the algorithm, how the parameters, l, h, and the support level θ, affect the performance. A more complete experimental evaluation is documented in our technical report [5] . We have implemented TSMiner in C++. The evaluation studies were conducted on a 2.66 GHz Pentium 4 machine with 1GB main memory, running Linux Mandrake 10.1. Datasets: Our experiments used both synthetic and real datasets, containing vertex labeled graphs, i.e., the edge labels were not considered. The synthetic datasets were generated from the graph generator provided by Kuramochi and Karypis at the University of Minnesota. In our experiments, we fixed the average number of edges, T = 20, the total number of potentially frequent subgraphs, L = 200, the average number of edges in each potentially frequent subgraph, I = 5, and we vary V , the total of vertex labels, to be between 5 and 20. The real dataset was originally used for the Pre- dictive Toxicology Evaluation Challenge [12] . It contains a total of 340 chemical compounds. For each compound, the atoms correspond to the vertices of the graph, and the bonds between the atoms are mapped to the edges of the graph. For simplicity, we refer this dataset as Chemical340. Scalability: For the scalability study, we rely on the synthetic datasets. In Figure 7 (a), we vary the support threshold from high to low, and run our algorithm on datasets containing 10, 000 graphs. As we would expect, as the support level reduces, the running time increases. Also, we can observe that as h increases (l kept the same), the running time increases. This is also expected as the number of (potential) frequent topological patterns increases as we relax the condition on the length of the independent paths. From Figures 7(b) , we see that TSMiner scales reasonably well (close to linear) as we increase the size of the dataset. Note that the TSMiner with parameters l = 0, h = 0 is essentially a frequent connected subgraph mining tool for vertex labeled graphs. For such cases, we did a comparison with the state-of-art subgraph mining tool gSpan [13] . Our results show that our implementation is slower by a factor of 1.6. We believe this is a reasonable result, given that we offer additional functionality and do not specifically optimize for subgraph mining. Impact of Varying l and h: In this study, we are interested in the number of patterns being generated by our new algorithm and its running time respect to the parameters l and h. Figure 8 (a) and (b) show the total number of patterns being discovered and the running time of TSMiner at different support levels, as we increase h and keep l to be 1 on the real dataset Chemical340.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for mining topological patterns in graph datasets. Based on the well known notion of a topological minor, we have designed efficient algorithms for mining such patterns. Additionally, our framework supports the notion of a user-defined relabeling function, which can be used to specify constraints and fuzzy matching criteria [5] . We have demonstrated the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed algorithms on real and synthetic datasets. We have also reported on a case study where the framework has been used to identify topological structures from membrane protein structure data.
